THE NEW WITCH'S GUIDE
PART TWO
CONNECTING WITH NATURE

The More the Merrier Path

Welcome to Nature

Nature is All
Around Us

Part Two of the New Witch's Guide explores a witch's
relationship with nature and how nature powers
witchcraft. Nature provides us with the blueprints we
need for our magickal work. Witches align
themselves with cycles and properties of the natural
world in order to tap into the immense power
contained within it.

Where Do You Live?
Pay close attention to the natural landscape around
you. Learn which animals and plants are native to
your home region by documenting them. Think about
the changes in season and how they affect you.
Identify places nearby you can visit nature, even if it is
just a walk around the block to the local park.

Five Ways to Connect
to Nature
Notice Nature
Pay full attention to the nature around you. Tune into
your surroundings using all of your senses. Be fully
present.,

Connect With the Cycles of the Earth,
Sun, and Moon
The seasons, planets, stars, and moon all rhythmically
change throughout the year. By learning their cycles
Witches can tap into their energy.

Connect With the Four Elements
Earth, air, fire, and water are the building blocks of our
universe. Get to know the magickal properties of each
one.

Grow Herbs
Witches thrive when nature thrives. Cultivate a few
witchy herbs of your own to understand plants and to
use in spellwork.

Honor Mother Earth
Witches understand they are responsible for helping
Mother Earth by making earth-friendly choices.

NOTICE NATURE
One of the key things to remember about nature is that you don't
have to look very hard to find it. Whether you are in a city apartment
or a countryside cottage, nature is all around you.
Watch the clouds moving through the sky. Feel the breeze on your
skin. Pay attention to the birds looking for something to eat on the
ground. Embrace the seasons as they change. Notice where the sun
is and how the warmth of its rays feels on your face.
It is possible to appreciate the gifts of Mother Nature even if you do
not have access to a garden, a park or fields. If you're at home, open
a window and appreciate the movement of air around you. Watch for
bees and insects or study the leaves of the nearest tree as they cycle
through their seasonal changes.
Being indoors or in an area that is not filled with lush greenery does
not mean that you cannot appreciate and connect with the
magnificence of nature. By fine-tuning your senses and really
noticing your environment, you will be able to connect with nature on
a much deeper level.

SUGGESTED NATURE IMMERSION PRACTICES
Five Senses Grounding
One easy and effective method to connect with nature is to use
your five sense intentionally. Address each of your senses
separately as you spend time in nature. Allow time to really hone
in on what that sense is experiencing.

Touch
Feel the firmness of your feet on the earth. Touch dew or running
water. Feel the roughness of bark and the softness of moss. Pick
up some stones and sticks.

Sight
What do you see? How far can you see? Can you identify plants
and trees? Can you see the sun or moon? How about clouds?

Hear
Can you hear the wind? Are trees rustling? Are birds singing? Are
animals working? Are there other people in the vicinity? What are
they remarking on?

Smell
What do you smell? Try smelling different plants and flowers. Do
scents change wit the weather or time of day?

Taste
Drink fresh water from a stream. Taste the rain. Learn how to
safely forage for wild edibles.

SUGGESTED NATURE IMMERSION PRACTICES
Earthing
Have you ever walked barefoot across the sand or a dewcovered field and felt a sense of well-being?
There is actually a scientific explanation for this. The Earth is an
electrical planet, which means that it has its own natural,
subtle energy.
When we walk barefoot on the surface of the Earth, we are
directly infused with some of that natural energy. Studies
suggest that this direct connection with the Earth has a range
of benefits, such as improved well-being, improved sleep and
reduced inflammation.
Aim to walk barefoot for thirty minutes a day on grass, sand,
dirt or concrete. These materials are conductive of the Earth's
energy, particularly when wet, whereas vinyl, wood, and
asphalt are not.

Reflective Prompts
What did I spend the most time looking at?
What did I not see enough of?
Is there a smell in your home that reminds you of being
outdoors?
Did you bring any natural objects home with you?
What part of your journey into nature are you thinking about
again and again?
What do you want to experience next time?

SUGGESTED NATURE IMMERSION PRACTICES
Connecting from Home
Some witches are unable to leave their home. Other witches
live in an urban environment, where access to nature might
not be so easy. All witches can enjoy ways to connect with
nature from the comfort of their own homes.
Here are some methods to connect with nature that do not
require a mystical forest or forbidden mountain trail.

Read the Farmer's Almanac.
Bring an outdoor smell like pine or cedar or geranium into
your home with essential oils aromatherapy.
Feng shui your house.
Enjoy herbal tea. Eat fresh produce.

Devote space to natural items like seashells, crystals,
feathers, or flowers.

Care for house plants or a pet.

Star gaze out your window. Can you see the moon? What
phase is it in? What constellations are in your sky?

Follow weather patterns in your area. Learn basic weather
prediction skills.

CONNECT WITH THE
CYCLES OF THE EARTH,
SUN, AND MOON
Just as the seasons go through cycles, so do the stars and planets
around us. These cycles can have a profound effect on everything
from how we're feeling on a certain day to the outcome of spell work.
However there are a lot of stars and planets out there, so a good place
to start is with the cycles of the Earth, Sun, and Moon.
Earth
Tune in to the changes in seasons by following the Wheel of the Year.
Mark each change or sabbat with a simple ritual.
Sun
Aim to wake with the rising sun each morning. If this is not possible,
carry out a few simple sun salutations when you get out of bed each
day. Make it a goal to watch at least one sunset a month.
Moon
Plot the moon phases into your journal or Book of Shadows and use
them as a reminder to make plans, set your intentions, and release
things that no longer serve you.

Earth - Astronomical Seasons
Northern Hemisphere
Spring
March 20 - June 20
Summer
June 21 - September 22

Southern Hemisphere
Spring
September 23 - December 21
Summer
December 22 - March 19

Autumn
September 23 - December 21

Autumn
March 20 - June 20

Winter
December 22 - March 19

Winter
June 21 - September 22

Earth - Wheel of the Year
Northern Hemisphere

Southern Hemisphere

Samhain - October 31

Samhain - May 1

Yule - Winter Solstice - December 21

Yule - Winter Solstice - June 21

Imbolc - February 1

Imbolc - August 1

Ostara - Vernal Equinox - March 20

Ostara - Vernal Equinox - September 21

Beltane - May 1

Beltane - October 31

Litha - Summer Solstice - June 21

Litha - Summer Solstice - December 21

Lammas - First Harvest - August 1
Mabon - Autumnal Equinox
- September 22

Lammas - First Harvest - February 1
Mabon - Autumnal Equinox - March 20

Sun - Zodiac
Aries: March 20 - April 19
Taurus: April 20 - May 20
Gemini: May 21 - June 20
Cancer: June 21 - July 22

Moon Cycles
The Moon moves through the zodiac in the same
order as the Sun. It changes zodiac location roughly
every two and a half days. Brief periods when the
Moon is not in any zodiac sign are referred to as
'void of course.'

Leo: July 23 - August 22
Virgo: August 23 - September 22
Libra: September 23 - October 23
Scorpio: October 24 - November 22
Sagittarius: November 23 - December 21
Capricorn: December 22 - January 20
Aquarius: January 21 - February 19
Pisces: February 20 - March 19

New Moon
Waxing Crescent
First Quarter
Waxing Gibbous
Full Moon
Waning Gibbous
Last Quarter
Waning Crescent
Dark Moon

CONNECT WITH THE
FOUR ELEMENTS
The four elements, earth, air, water, and fire, are the basis of our physical
world. We can see these elements reflected in nature and are familiar with
their range of applications. Earth is felt when we stand in our gardens and on
our mountains. Air is invoked by the breeze against our skin, and when we
see smoke wafting in front of us. Water is seen in both rain and our sweat.
Fire is in our hearth, and in the stars.Those elements serve as the microcosm
and macrocosm, and the wise witch embraces and experiences them in as
many ways as possible. Paying homage to the ways each element manifests
in our daily lives tunes us all the more in to our witchy power base. So get out
and find local water sources, enjoy the beach breeze tousling your hair, light
a candle each morning, and hike your local nature trails. Feel their energy
inform your power and your practice.
Besides the physical incarnation of the elements, did you know each element
has specific magickal properties? Elemental magick is the uncovering of the
root element in any given entity and using that energy to your advantage in
spellwork. In witchcraft we refer to this as correspondence. Getting to know
your elemental correspondences is very important in successful spellwork.
We have provided you with the basic correspondences for each element. We
encourage you to use this guide to spark your own research into categories
that interest you like crystals and herbs and their individual elemental
correspondences.

THE ELEMENTS AND THEIR CORRESPONDENCES
EARTH

AIR

Gender: Feminine

Gender: Masculine

Direction: North

Direction: East

Season: Winter

Season: Spring

Time: Night

Time: Dawn

Zodiac: Capricorn, Taurus, Virgo

Zodiac: Libra, Aquarius, Gemini

Energy: Receptive

Energy: Projective

Tarot Suit: Pentacles

Tarot Suit: Wands

Colors: Green, Brown, Black

Colors: Yellow, Purple, Dark Blue

WATER

FIRE

Gender: Feminine

Gender: Masculine

Direction: West

Direction: South

Season: Autumn

Season: Summer

Time: Dusk

Time: Midday

Zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces

Zodiac: Aries, Leo, Sagittarius

Energy: Receptive

Energy: Projective

Tarot Suit: Cups

Tarot Suit: Cups

Colors: Blue, Indigo, Gray, Turquoise,

Colors: Red, Gold, Orange, White, Pink

Silver

EASY WAYS ENGAGE THE MAGICK OF EACH ELEMENT
EARTH
Windowsill Altars

AIR
Enchant a Scarf

One inconspicuous way to honor protective

Bring the prophetic power of air into your

earth energy in your home is by adorning your

meditative or divination practice by enchanting

windowsills with precious gifts from the earth.

a scarf. Chose a night when the weather will be

Head out to your favorite nature spot and go

dry. Secure a scarf on a favorite tree, bush, or

foraging. Find small items that call you to. Line

lamppost. Allow it to spend the night outside,

your bedroom windows with rocks, sticks,

soaking in the night breeze. Bring the scarf in as

crystals, flower heads, plants, bones, or any

the sun is rising. Allow it to dry out a bit if damp.

other small object that you forage. Make sure to

Wear the scarf around your shoulders the next

thank your new gifts for choosing you!

time you meditate or divine to enhance the
clarity of messages and visions you recieve.

WATER
Make Moon Water

FIRE
Make a Bay Leaf Wish

Moon water is an easy-to-make magickal tool

There is a simple way to release your desires

used in spellwork and rituals. It can also simply

out into the universe using the power of fire. Be

adorn your altar or a space that needs calming,

sure to practice fire safety!

healing energy.
First, set up a small, heat-safe bowl with an inch
Fill a jar or jug with clean water. Add a few

or two of salt. Select a dried bay leaf and write

herbs to the water if you desire such as

your wish on it such as "money" or "love." Stick

rosemary for health or thyme for strength, Set

the bay leaf into the salt with one end up. Burn

out the water after sunset on the night of a full

the bay leaf down to the salt using a long lighter

moon. The moon will magickally charge the

or match. Focus on your wish as it burns.

water overnight.

The universe has heard your plea.

GROW HERBS
Cultivating an herb garden is a great way to connect with the energy of
plants and their own unique magick. By caring for a plant from the seed
through to the harvest, you will build a deep relationship with it. This
relationship will add power and focus to your work and will ultimately
play a role in the success of any spell work you use it for.
Working with plants also builds confidence as you walk your magickal
path because it directly connects you to nature. It also provides a good
understanding of the influence that forces outside of your control can
have on the outcome of your work.
One of the best things about herbs is that you don't need a garden or
even outside space to grow them, since most of them can be grown on a
windowsill or in a well-lit corner of the home.
Once you've chosen a space in which to grow your herbs, cleanse the
space by ringing a bell, burning herbs, spritzing moon water or sprinkling
eggshell powder.
Choose the herbs you wish to grow. If you're not sure where to start, we
have included a list of herbs for beginners that are relatively easy to get
started with. Bless the seeds and plant them, remembering to provide
them with plenty of light and water them regularly.

Suggested Beginner Herbs
Sage - Used for intuition and cleansing
Thyme - Used for health and strength
Oregano - Used for family and courage
Basil - Used for luck and money
Mint - Used for money and prosperity
Rosemary - Used for love and protection

A Blessing for Your Seeds
Traditionally seeds are blessed on Imbolc, on February 1st.,
but you may use this blessing anytime prior to planting seeds.
Fill a jar with your seeds and some moon water.
Place the jar onto some soil and surround it with crushed,
dried eggshells.
Arrange three candles on the circle of eggshells and light
them. As the candles burn, repeat this incantation:
"Blessed Mother of them all,
Help these seeds grow strong and tall.
A bountiful harvest is in sight,
Blessed by the sun and your pale moonlight"

HONOR MOTHER
EARTH
Witches hold a reverence for Mother Earth that extends into their daily
lifestyle. Loving and caring for the planet is intrinsic to the powerful witch.
By bringing conscious energy and intellect into daily practice, witches can
promote harmony with nature and develop a strong connection with Mother
Earth.
Bring your awareness to any habits you have that could be turned into positive
actions for the planet. Could you cycle to work? Buy less plastic? Quit
smoking? Produce less waste?
By reframing your actions from negative into positive ones, you can gain more
control over the impact you have on your envinroment, which will, in turn, help
to build a strong foundation for your path into magick.
Growing your own food, engaging in sustainable living practices, supporting
local farms and markets, consuming ethically sourced foods, and recycling
are all ways to help Mother Earth.

A Ritual to Honor Mother Earth

Now turn to your right to face south

Stand outside in a quiet, private location.
Plant your feet firmly on the ground. Consider going barefoot if
safe to do so.

On your next deep inhale,
Raise your arms overhead
With arms raised chant, "I honor southern flame."
Exhale while lowering your arms

Begin by facing east..
Center yourself. Appreciate your chosen location.
On your next deep inhale
Raise your arms overhead
With arms still raised chant, "I honor eastern air."
Exhale while lowering your arms

Continue this process for west and north
"I honor western water.'
"I honor northern earth."
When finished, bend down and scoop earth from where you
performed the ceremony. Bring it home in a jar to your altar.
Enjoy its magickal energy!
Ritual dirt is great for drawing money and health into your life.

SUMMARY
Nature provides witches with the foundations we need for our magickal
work.
By aligning ourselves with the cycles of the natural world it is possible to tap
into the immense power contained within it.
Remember, you don't have to live in the countryside or by the sea to notice
nature. It is all around you, all the time. Focus your attention on your
immediate envinroment and really start to notice nature.
Connect with the sun, moon and earth by using the moon phases to set
goals and intentions, by rising with the sun each day and by marking the
passing of the seasons with each turn of the Wheel.
Connect with the elements by lighting a candle, feeling the breeze in your
hair, swimming in the sea or walking barefoot through the forest.
Grow herbs to cultivate a relationship with plants and to gain a deeper
understanding of the basis of magickal workings.
And finally, honour Mother Earth and all of the gifts she provides us with by
living an intentional, conscious lifestyle.

UP NEXT
The New Witch's Guide
Part Three
Finding Your Path
An introduction to five common study paths.
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www.witchwithme.com
info@witchwithme.com

